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Physical Address:
#237 – 27312 Township Rd 394
Blackfalds, AB
T0M 0J0
Mailing Address:
RR #1, Site 1, Comp 4
Blackfalds, AB
T0M 0J0
Phone: 403 885-5220
Fax: 403 885 5240

Mustang Helicopters Inc. offers an immaculately maintained fleet of

current model
helicopters. In the hands of our highly trained professional flight and ground crews, you will
experience a safe and cost effective flight.

SERVICES
Mining

Forestry

Oil & Gas

Drill Moves
Camp Moves
Exploration
Sampling
Surveys
Bird Towing

Forest Fire
Aerial Recognizance
Cut Block Management
Aerial Seeding
Pine Beetle
Timber Cruising
Tree Planting

Seismic Recording
Seismic Front-end
Aerial Construction
Environment Audits
Light to Medium Lift Operations
Passengers Transfers
Pipeline Patrols

Utilities

Emergency Services

General

Surveying
Construction
Tower Erection
Cable Towing
Right-of-Way-Patrol
Maintenance

Search & Rescue
HETS (Class D) External Loads
Medical Evacuations

Hearth Science
Environmental Clean-up
Environmental Monitoring
Geological/Geophysical Surveys
Heli-skiing

OUR FLEET
The winning combination of state of the art equipment, highly experienced
pilots, an unwavering commitment to safety and progressive management
gives Mustang the necessary formula to undertake and accomplish all jobs
efficiently.
AS350B31. AS350 B3e
The Astar B3 is “the high performance” version of its class. It has excellent maneuverability, superior visibility with forward facing seating, and low
vibration levels, ensuring your mission will be as comfortable as it is productive. All our Astar B3s have Dual Hydraulics for better safety performance
and increasing internal gross weight up to 5,225 pounds. This cost effective,
popular multi-mission workhorse is known for its outstanding performance,
particularly in mountainous areas, both in hot and high conditions.

AS350B22. AS350 B2
Mustang Helicopters operates an impressive fleet of the newest Astars. The
B2 Astar is the most popular in the intermediate class due to its well-rounded blend of speed, agility, and power. It is the most comfortable helicopter
in its class giving passengers, uncompromising visibility. From forest fire
fighting, exploration, to drill moves and aerial construction, with its Turbomeca Ariel 1D1 engine, it is ready to take on any job.

MD500D (Hugues 369)3. MD500 D
The Hughes MD500D is one of the most maneuverable helicopters in the
industry. Its small size and pinpoint precision make it well at home in tight,
confined spaces. It has made a name for itself as being one of the best
external lift platforms available in the light category. From light scouting
and patrols to precision and production lifts, the MD500 is the perfect cost
effective choice.

Bell205A-1++4. BELL 205A-1++
The Bell 205 is the most widely used medium lift helicopter available today.
From jungles to the arctic, this machine feels at home in the most challenging conditions. Mustang’s 205 fleet has been upgraded to include the
T53-17A engine and 212 rotor system generating up to 1800shp giving it
superior performance in hot or high altitude conditions. This helicopter is
the workhorse of the industry. From fighting fires, heli-skiing, to precision
lifts and disaster relief, the Bell 205A-1++ is ready for the task.

Bell 212HP5. BELL 212 HP
The Bell 212HP is a reliable choice for Firefighting, Rap Attack, Aerial
Construction and Low-flying Patrol. This medium-lift helicopter with twin
engines ensures customer safety on any multi-role aircraft mission. Our Bell
212, with its HP Upgrade-Kit, performs more efficiently in hot temperature
and high altitude deployments than the standard Bell 212. The spacious
cabin comfortably accommodates up to 14 passengers.

